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doMaIn naMe surveIllance

the recent exponential 
growth in the number  
of registered domain 

names poses problems 
for trademark owners 

worldwide, says 
alessandra Ferreri.

adr & dn 
survEillancE: 

dEfEncE stratEgiEs
Since the mid-1990s, we have witnessed an 
exponential growth in the registration of domain 
names coinciding with distinguishing signs (sign 
boards, corporate names, trademarks, trade 
names) owned by market operators. We can safely 
say that there is currently no shop, firm or business 
entrepreneur that has not registered the domain 
name corresponding to its own most celebrated 
trademarks or the name of its products or its own 
business name, or even the generic name of the 
product being offered on the market.

It is sufficient to remember that, each month, 
for the .com suffix alone, an average of 668,000 
domain names are registered; in 25 years, a full 78 
million .com addresses have been registered. 

The increase in registrations has naturally led to an 
increase in the number of disputes over domain 
names and, in particular, in the conflicts that arise 
between domain names and other distinguishing 
signs. The increase in these disputes is caused by 
two different phenomena. 

On the one hand, there is the now notorious practice 
of domain-grabbing: an increasing number of people 
are ‘blanket registering’ domain names coinciding 
with the most famous trademarks belonging to 
others, with the clear purpose of reselling the domain 
name at an extremely high price to the legitimate 
owner of the homonymous rights. 

Over the years, domain-grabbers or cybersquatters 
have developed and demonstrated increasing 
imagination in their methods of grabbing domain 
names corresponding to the distinguishing signs 

of others: from domain names coinciding precisely 
with the rights of others, there are now domain 
names containing variants of the homonymous 
distinguishing signs, consisting of added hyphens 
and interjection signs, or spelling or so-called 
typing errors (typosquatting). In addition to the 
traditional extensions such as .com, .net, .biz and 
.info (gTLDs), registrations have been made with 
all possible suffixes, as they have been gradually 
approved and introduced onto the Internet (such 
as .mobi, .cat, .aero, .biz and .travel). 

Domain-grabbing is currently concentrated, for 
example, on domain names that have the extensions 
of new countries in the emerging economies 
(China and India): there are therefore numerous 
domain names coinciding with the trademarks 
of others with the suffixes .co.in, .in, .cn, .com.cn, 
.net.cn and .org.cn, as well as 34 sub-suffixes 
corresponding to each of the Chinese provinces.

However, there is another reason determining the 
increase in conflict between the owners of domain 
names and between the domain names and 
distinguishing signs of another competitor. It is 
clear that, with the registration of a domain name 
corresponding to one of its own rights, even the 
smallest entrepreneur can obtain an international 
showcase, since all domain names, with any 
extension, are visible throughout the world. The 
greater the visibility acquired, the higher the risk 
that conflict will arise between those competitors 
that have similar distinguishing signs (such as two 
entrepreneurs that have a highly similar company 
name) or that market the same products, but ©
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whose coexistence was possible before because 
it was limited in territorial terms and related to 
different geographical zones.

In the case of conflicts relating to domain names, 
the most widely adopted remedy continues to 
be offered by Alternative Dispute Resolution 
(ADR)—alternative procedures for bringing 
action before the ordinary courts. ADR is based 
on the simultaneous existence of prerequisites 
simpler than the principles that govern the rules 
on distinguishing signs. 

The oldest, most widely used and reliable of the 
various ADR procedures is the one used by the 
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) 
and, in particular, its Arbitration and Mediation 
Center. Initially, this procedure could only be 
used for domain names registered with generic 
extensions (gTLDs), such as .org, .net and .com. 
Nowadays, it is usable not only for those generic 
extensions introduced over the years, such as .biz, 
.info, .aero, .asia, .cat, .coop and .jobs, but also for 
many domain names registered on international 
circuits (ccTLDs). The table below shows domain 
names with ccTLDs for which it is possible to 
contact WIPO and request the relevant procedure.

list of cctlds
a B 

.ac (ascension Island) .BM (Bermuda)

.ae (united arab 
emirates)

.Bo (Bolivia (plurinational 
state of))

.ag (antigua and 
Barbuda)

.Bs (Bahamas)

.aM (armenia) .BZ (Belize)

.ao (angola)  

.as (american samoa)  

.au (australia)  

c d 

.cc (cocos Islands) .dJ (djibouti)

.cd (democratic 
republic of the congo)

.do (dominican 
republic)

.cH (switzerland)  

.co (colombia)  

.cr (costa rica)  

.cy (cyprus)  

e F 

.ec (ecuador) .FJ (Fiji)

.es (spain) .Fr (France)

g H 

.gt (guatemala) .Hn (Honduras)

I K 

.Ie (Ireland) .KI (Kiribati)

.Io (British Indian ocean 
territory)

.Ky (cayman Islands)

.Ir (Islamic republic 
of Iran)

 

l M 

.la (lao people's 
democratic republic)

.Ma (Morocco)

.lc (saint lucia) .Md (republic of 
Moldova)

.lI (liechtenstein) .Me (Montenegro)

 .Mp (commonwealth of 
the northern Mariana 
Islands)

 .Mw (Malawi)

 .Mx (Mexico)

n p 

.na (namibia) .pa (panama)

.nl (netherlands) .pe (peru)

.nr (nauru) .pH (philippines)

.nu (niue) .pK (pakistan)

 .pl (poland)

 .pn (pitcairn Island)

 .pr (puerto rico)

r s 

.re (reunion Island) .sc (seychelles)

.ro (romania) .sH (st. Helena)

 .sl (sierra leone)

t u 

.tK (tokelau) .ug (uganda)

.tM (turkmenistan)  

.tt (trinidad and tobago)  

.tv (tuvalu)  

v w 

.ve (venezuela 
(Bolivarian republic of))

.ws (samoa)

On the basis of the WIPO model and for those 
‘national’ domain names not included in the list, 
and for which it is therefore not possible to contact 
the Arbitration and Mediation Center directly, 
numerous national registration authorities, 
including the Italian authority, have adopted 
similar procedures that offer the advantage of 
rapidity, simplicity and limited costs. 

It is important to note that the only possible subject 
of all these alternative procedures is a request by the 
applicant for transfer to it of the disputed domain 
name or, alternatively, a request for cancellation: 
the possibility of requesting any other provision 
or measure (such as a request to prohibit use or 
a check on aspects of illegality in the contents of 
the site linked to the disputed domain name) is 
excluded, including damages claims. 

In 2009, 2,107 procedures were brought before 
WIPO; since 1999 (the year when the ADR was 
introduced), decisions have been reached in more 
than 17,000 cases.

By way of conclusion, it is worth looking briefly at what 
could be defined as a ‘preventative policy’ adopted 
by certain companies to identify the registration 
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of domain names by unauthorised third parties: 
registrations that constitute rights infringements. 

This policy is carried out by activating a 
surveillance service on domain names registered 
at supra-national and national level. This control 
is normally performed on a quarterly basis 
among domain names that are identical or 
similar to the trademark on which the inquiry 
is being conducted. This gives an outline of new 
registrations of domain names that could possibly 
interfere with the company’s own trademark or 
other distinguishing signs, such as trade names, 
common law trademarks, company names and 
other domain names.

Once the illegal registration is identified, before 
starting any judicial proceedings or arbitration, it 
is advisable to contact the possessor of the disputed 
domain name, in order to check whether there is 
the possibility of making an amicable transfer to 
the owner of the homonymous rights.

Alessandra Ferreri is an attorney at law with 
Rapisardi Intellectual Property. She can be contacted 
at: a.ferreri@rapisardi.com


